WARFARE RAF HARRIERS - 3 FLY OVERHEAD FIRING ROCKETS (SOME TANK ENGINE NOISE IN FOREGROUND)

WARFARE RAF HARRIERS - 3 FLY OVERHEAD (SOME TANK ENGINE NOISE IN FOREGROUND)

WARFARE BATTLEFIELD (CLOSE)

WARFARE CHIEFTAIN - FIRING HESH 3 ROUNDS (DISTANT)

WARFARE CHIEFTAIN - FIRING HIGH EXPLOSIVE SQUASH HEAD (HESH) (CLOSE)

WARFARE CHIEFTAIN - FIRING ARMOUR PIERCING (CLOSER TO RECEIVING END)

WARFARE CHIEFTAIN - 105MM SHELL FIRING 2 ROUNDS (MIDDLE DISTANCE)

WARFARE SCIMITAR - FIRING ON AUTOMATIC (DISTANT)

WARFARE SCIMITAR - 3 ROUNDS FIRED (DISTANT)

WARFARE SCIMITAR - FIRING ON AUTOMATIC (CLOSE)

WARFARE SCIMITAR - 3 SHOTS FIRED (CLOSE)

WARFARE 81MM MEDIUM MORTAR FIRING HIGH EXPLOSIVE AND SMOKE (CLOSE TO FIRING)

WARFARE 81MM MEDIUM MORTAR FIRING HIGH EXPLOSIVE AND SMOKE (CLOSE TO FIRING)

WARFARE 66MM LIGHT ANTI TANK WEAPON FIRING: 2 ROUNDS (MIDDLE DISTANCE)

WARFARE 84MM MEDIUM ANTI TANK WEAPON: 2 ROUNDS HIGH EXPLOSIVE (CLOSE)

WARFARE RAPID FIRE IN AIR DEFENCE

WARFARE GENERAL PURPOSE MACHINE GUN SURFACE FIRE (DISTANT)

WARFARE GENERAL PURPOSE MACHINE GUN:  SURFACE FIRE FROM CLOSE LEFT

WARFARE MACHINE GUNS FIRING FROM ALL SIDES (CLOSE)

WARFARE 5.56 MM LIGHT SUPPORT WEAPON FIRING (CLOSE)

WARFARE 5.6 MM GAS OPERATED RIFLE - A PLATOON FIRES 200 ROUNDS ON AUTOMATIC (CLOSE)

WARFARE 5.6 MM GAS OPERATED RIFLE - A SECTION FIRING SINGLE SHOTS (DISTANT)

WARFARE 5.6 MM GAS OPERATED RIFLE - 6 SINGLE SHOTS ON TARGETS (CLOSE)

WARFARE ALARMS BURGLAR ALARM - BELL

WARFARE ALARMS BURGLAR ALARM: ELECTRONIC SPIN

WARFARE ALARMS CAR ALARM

WARFARE ALARMS ELECTRONIC ALARM 4: RAPID PIPS

WARFARE ALARMS ELECTRONIC ALARM 3: WAIL WITH WOBBLE ON TOP

WARFARE ALARMS ELECTRONIC ALARM 2: GUN SHOTS

WARFARE ALARMS ELECTRONIC ALARM 1: GUN SHOTS

WARFARE ALARMS AND SIRENS 4 MINUTE WARNING ALERT (MASSED SIRENS)

WARFARE ALARMS AND SIRENS 4 MINUTE WARNING ALERT (2 CYCLES, HIGHER PITCH)

WARFARE ALARMS AND SIRENS 4 MINUTE WARNING ALERT (2 CYCLES)

WARFARE ALARMS AND SIRENS ELECTRONIC ALARM BELL

WARFARE ALARMS AND SIRENS EMERGENCY ALARM 2 (WITH SLIGHT PHASING)

WARFARE ALARMS AND SIRENS EMERGENCY ALARM 1 (WITH SLIGHT PHASING)

WARFARE ALARMS AND SIRENS DESCENDING SHIFT

WARFARE ALARMS AND SIRENS DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ALARMS AND SIRENS DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH

WARFARE ELECTRONIC CRASHES DESCENDING CRASH
BBC59 10-1 4:33 AMBIENCE, HUNGARY METRO STATION TICKET OFFICE, DELI ALYAUDVAR, NEAR TOP OF ESCALATOR, BUSY, WITH FOOTSTEPS, TICKET BARRIER AND ESCALATOR NOISE

BBC59 11-1 3:48 AMBIENCE, HUNGARY BUS STATION, PECS, FAIRLY QUIET, WITH FOOTSTEPS, SPEECH AND SOME BUS NOISE

BBC59 12-1 4:16 AMBIENCE, HUNGARY TRAIN STATION, PECS, FORECOURT, WITH INDISTINCT P.A. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND BELLS, FOOTSTEPS AND TRAIN NOISE

BBC59 13-1 4:54 AMBIENCE, HUNGARY TRAM, BUDAPEST, INTERNAL, CONSTANT RUN WITH STOPS AND STARTS, DOORS OPENING AND CLOSING, SOME QUIET SPEECH

BBC59 14-1 3:12 AMBIENCE, HUNGARY METRO, INTERNAL, CONSTANT RUN, WITH STOPS AND STARTS, P.A. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND DOOR NOISE, SOME MUTED SPEECH

BBC59 15-1 3:51 AMBIENCE, HUNGARY LONG DISTANCE TRAIN, BUDAPEST TO PECS, INTERNAL, STARTS, CONSTANT RUN, STOPS

BBC59 16-1 3:10 AMBIENCE, HUNGARY TRAM, BUDAPEST, INTERNAL, CONSTANT RUN, WITH STOPS AND STARTS, P.A. ANNOUNCEMENTS AND DOOR NOISE, SOME MUTED SPEECH

BBC60 01-1 4:18 AMBIENCE, CZECH REPUBLIC BEER HALL, PRAGUE, NOISY, ROUGH AND ANIMATED

BBC60 02-1 3:47 AMBIENCE, CZECH REPUBLIC RESTAURANT, PRAGUE, FAIRLY BUSY, WITH DISTINCT SPEECH (CZECH) AND CLINKS

BBC60 03-1 4:07 AMBIENCE, SLOVAKIA SELF SERVICE CAFE, BRATISLAVA, SOME DISTINCT SPEECH (SLOVAK), FOOTSTEPS, GENERAL NOISE

BBC60 04-1 4:57 AMBIENCE, SLOVAKIA CAFE, PRESOV, ANIMATED CHAT (SLOVAK), ALSO NOISE FROM COFFEE MACHINE ETC.

BBC60 05-1 3:29 AMBIENCE, SLOVAKIA VERY LARGE RESTAURANT, BRATISLAVA, LUNCHTIME, WITH NOISY SPEECH, CLINKS AND GENERAL HUBBUB

BBC60 06-1 3:15 AMBIENCE, SLOVAKIA OPEN AIR RESTAURANT, BRATISLAVA

BBC60 07-1 4:54 AMBIENCE, CZECH REPUBLIC PEDESTRIAN PRECINCT, PRAGUE, FOOTSTEPS, SOME DISTINCT SPEECH (CZECH), DISTANT MUSIC FROM BUSKER

BBC60 08-1 4:46 AMBIENCE, SLOVAKIA STREET, BRATISLAVA, TRAFFIC, HEAVY TRAMS, FOOTSTEPS, SOME DISTINCT SPEECH (SLOVAK)

BBC60 09-1 3:41 AMBIENCE, SLOVAKIA PEDESTRIAN STREET, BRATISLAVA, FOOTSTEPS ON COBBLES, SPEECH (SLOVAK), NO TRAFFIC

BBC60 10-1 5:24 AMBIENCE, SLOVAKIA MARKET, BRATISLAVA, SPEECH (SLOVAK), DISTANT TRAFFIC, SOME BANGS, NOT VERY BUSY

BBC60 11-1 4:57 AMBIENCE, CZECH REPUBLIC 'KOTNA' DEPARTMENT STORE, PRAGUE, BUSY, WITH FOOTSTEPS, SPEECH (CZECH), TROLLEYS AND TILL NOISE

BBC60 12-1 4:25 AMBIENCE, CZECH REPUBLIC COURTYARD, PRAGUE CASTLE, ECHOEY FOOTSTEPS, SOME DISTINCT SPEECH (CZECH), OCCASIONAL BELL, DISTANT TRAFFIC

BBC60 13-1 2:08 AMBIENCE, CZECH REPUBLIC FUNICULAR RAILWAY, INTERNAL, CHAT (CZECH), DOORS SHUT, STARTS, CONSTANT RUN WITH RUMBLE, DOORS OPEN, PEOPLE GET OUT

BBC60 14-1 1:45 AMBIENCE, CZECH REPUBLIC FUNICULAR RAILWAY, INTERNAL RIDE, CHAT (CZECH), DOORS SHUT, STARTS, CONSTANT RUN WITH RUMBLE, DOORS OPEN, PEOPLE GET OUT

BBC60 15-1 1:26 AMBIENCE, CZECH REPUBLIC TRAM, PASSES FROM RIGHT TO LEFT

BBC60 16-1 0:26 AMBIENCE, CZECH REPUBLIC MAIN LINE STATION, PRAGUE, TICKET HALL, WITH FOOTSTEPS, SPEECH, ESCALATOR NOISE, INDISTINCT P.A. AND GENERAL BUSTLE

BBC60 17-1 4:40 AMBIENCE, CZECH REPUBLIC MAIN LINE STATION, PRAGUE, TICKET HALL, WITH FOOTSTEPS, SPEECH, ESCALATOR NOISE, INDISTINCT P.A. AND GENERAL BUSTLE